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Exercises of Activity Book
1  Read and match

Hi, Ibrahim. Did you enjoy school today. d1.

Are there any new boys in the class?. a2.

Is he nice?. e3.

Do you like your new teacher?. b4.

Did the teacher give you a new project?. c5.

 

2  Read and circle

Did Ibrahim enjoy school today?1.

Yes, he did.

Is Ibrahim a new boy at the school?2.

No, he isn’t.

Did Ibrahim make a new friend?3.

Yes, he did.

.Do the boys like their new teacher?4.

Yes, they do.  

Is the boys’ teacher clever?5.

Yes, he is.  

Did the boys talk about their new project in the lesson?6.

No, they didn’t.
 

3  Look and complete
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clever    friendly    happy    helpful    kind    tidy

Nadia and Mariam are frindly.1.

Majeda is clever.2.

Saleem and Ziad are happy.3.

Tareq is kind.4.

Muna is helpful.5.

Suliman is tidy.6.

 

4  Listen and answer

Audioscript

Were you helpful yesterday?1.

Yes, I was. / No, I wasn’t.

Did you carry bags for your mother yesterday?2.

Yes, I did./ No, I didn’t.

Did you tidy your bedroom yesterday?3.

Yes, I did. / No, I didn’t.

Did you talk to a new pupiI yesterday?4.

Yes, I did. / No, I didn’t.

Were you on holiday yesterday?5.

Yes, I was. / No, I wasn’t.
 

5  Read and find

l was helpful yesterday.1.

Laila is helping her mother.2.
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Tareq helped his father to wash the car yesterday.3.

Please be careful on your bike.4.

 

6  Read and circle

Dear Grandma,

We had a nice day at school yesterday. Our new project is about
the traditional costumes in Jordan. Our teacher showed us

pictures of costumes and we talked about them. I liked the
special sewing around the neck, the bottom and the sides of the

costumes. The women sewed them. They were very clever. I liked
the colours too. They were beautiful.

Some costumes had long sleeves. The costumes are in the
museum. We can go there in the holidays. Best wishes,

Laila

Laila enjoyed school yesterday. Yes1.

Laila sewed some costumes. No2.

The costumes were from the past. Yes3.

Laila can go to the museum. Yes4.

 

7  Read and complete

colours    museum    pictures    sleeves    special sewing   
costumers    triangle

The class talked pictures of costumers.1.

Laila liked the special and the sewing; colours.2.

The sleeves had long triangles.3.

The costumes are in the museum.4.
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8  Listen and complete

c        k        ck

costume.

kind.

Jacket.

pictures.

book.

chicken.
 

9  Complete and say

enjoy    happy    helped    kind    put    tidy

Mohammad was kind yesterday.1.

He helped this man.

I was happy yesterday. I enjoyed school.2.

We were tidy yesterday.3.

We put our books on the shelf.


